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A time of change and opportunity 
• EU Exit 

• COP 26 

• Spending Review 

• 25 Year Environment Plan 

• Health and Harmony: the future of food, 
farming and the environment in a Green 
Brexit 

• Agriculture Bill 

• Clean Air Strategy 

• Air quality plan for nitrogen dioxide  

• Fisheries Bill 

• Waste and Resources Strategy 

• National Food Strategy 



World leading experts 

Quality Science & 
Services 

Cross-Cutting 
Research 

Decades of expertise 

5,700 staff 

Collaborative working 

National & 
International 

outreach 

Bespoke management 
plans 

Increased biosecurity 
& food safety 

Whole system 
approach 

National & 
International 

reference centre 
status 

Healthier 
environment 

The Defra Group 
33 agencies and public bodies 

Chief 
Scientific 
Adviser 

Chief Veterinary 
Officer 

Chief Plant 
Health Officer 

A globally unique collaboration 



The 25 Year Environment Plan journey 

1909 - Johnson, 

Introduction  

to Economics 

 

70s/80s/90s - modern 

meaning, stocks of natural 

assets providing benefits 

 

1989 - Pearce, Blueprint  

for a Green Economy 

 

2012 - Natural Capital 

Committee established  

– world first 

 

 

Natural 

capital 

The UK National Ecosystem Assessment 
(2011) 

The Natural Environment White Paper 

(2011) 

The Natural Capital Committee’s third State 

of Natural Capital report (2015) 

UK Government manifesto “…we pledge 

to be the first generation to leave the 

environment in a better state than we 

inherited it. That is why we shall produce 

a comprehensive 25 Year Environment 

Plan that will chart how we will improve 

our environment” (2017) 

The 25 Year Environment Plan (2018) 
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25 Year Environment Plan delivery – 
progress to date  

2019 2018 

October  

Hosted Illegal Wildlife Trade 

Conference 

 

Fisheries Bill laid in Parliament 

November 

UNFCCC Conference of  

the Parties (COP24) 

 

Convention on Biological Diversity 

Conference of the Parties (COP14) 

 

December 

Resources & Waste Strategy published 

 

Farm Inspection and Regulation Review completed 

 

Draft Environment Bill clauses published 

 

Biodiversity net gain consultation published 

 

Draft Indicator Framework published 

 

Ivory Bill Royal Assent 

January 

Year of Green  

Action launched 

 

Clean Air Strategy  

published 

February 

Conservation Covenants 

Consultation published  

June 

National Parks Review 

launched 

September 

Agriculture Bill laid 

in Parliament 

March 
The Green Book published  

including Approach to  

Natural Capital Appraisal 

 

Dame Glenys Stacey Farm 

Inspection and Regulation 

Review launched 

January 

25 YEP published 

Waste System  

Consultations published  

(Producer Responsibility,  

Deposit Return Scheme,  

Standardised Recycling)  

 

 

May 

1st annual progress report published 

 

Outcome Indicator Framework published 
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25 YEP Indicator framework – 
communicating change 
The 25 YEP indicator framework will enable us to better:  

 

• understand how the environment as a whole is changing – the 

pressures, the state of assets and the flow of benefits  

• assess the effectiveness of our policies and show how we are delivering our 

domestic and international commitments 

• inform decisions and promote action within and outside government, 

locally and nationally 

 

A sub-set of indicators have been identified as 16 headlines, groups of 

indicators which will help us communicate progress towards the goals of the 25 

Year Environment Plan.  

 

The outcome indicator framework is designed to be flexible, to allow users to 

select indicators which support the use of the natural capital conceptual 

framework, identify pressures acting upon natural capital assets, assess the 

condition of assets, and highlight the services and/or benefits that are provided 

by natural capital. 
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66 indicators, arranged into 10 broad 
themes 
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Systems Research Programme – a response 
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Why a systems programme 

• Linkages 

• Trade-offs 

• Unintended consequences 

• Quantification 

• Geolocation 

• Temporal Response 

• Social 

• Economic 

 



Systems Research Programme - 
Background 

 

• New opportunities to inform policy and strategic thinking with cutting 
edge science 

 

• Pace 

 

• Building capability for transformational policies required to address 
future challenges 

• Such as ensuring policy coherence of 25 YEP implementation, achieving net zero C, 
environmental net gain etc.  

 

• Bring together multidisciplinary science in a policy-relevant manner 
• Maximising the impact UKRI funded science 

 

• Linking ongoing policy work to long term strategic priorities 
• Global challenges such as resilience of supply chains and changing climate 
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Programme structure  

Design, synthesis 
and coordination 

Prof Tom Oliver  

Dr Dan McGonigle  

Maria Munoz 

Rural Land 
Use 

Dr Pam Berry 

Dr Victoria 
Robinson 

Air Quality 

Dr Sarah Moller 

Dr Rose 
Willoughby 

Marine 

Dr Abigail 
McQuatters-

Gollop 

Sam Gandhi 

Waste & 
Resources 

Prof Frank Boons 

Dr Nick MacInnes 

Food 

Prof Bob Doherty 

Dr Yaad Sidhu 
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1. Inform policy 

Co-developed with policy teams 

 

 

 

 

2. Develop capability 

Tools, skills and ways of working 

Consolidating learning 

Applying and testing 
approaches  • Issue-focused analyses 

Working outwards from 
specific pressures, policy 
interventions or target 
outcomes.  
 

• Exploratory analyses –
Discovering new risks 
and opportunities.  

Organisational learning to 
develop: 
 
• Defra Systems Research 

Toolkit  
 

• Skills and capacity for 
analysts and policy 
specialists to work at 
the science-policy 
interface 

Objectives 
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Outcomes 

• Policy design, implementation and evaluation takes account of 

complex interactions between multiple pressures, interventions and 

outcomes leading to: 

• More robust policies with fewer unintended consequences 

• Enhanced communication and collaboration within Defra and with other government 

departments 

• Systems thinking becomes mainstream in Defra with: 

• Greater use of evidence and improved working at the science-policy interface  

• Enhanced knowledge and skills of evidence and policy specialists in systems 

thinking 

• Defra has access to higher quality evidence on complex policy 

interactions 

• Knowledge gaps identified and filled  

• Greater research capacity on complex systems 

• Better use of Defra’s evidence budget and deployment of scientists  
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Envisioning future 
Drivers and Pressures  

Context mapping to identify external 
drivers 

e.g. 
• Global economy and security;  

• Population growth and migration;  
• Emergent diseases,  

• Technological advances;  
• Climate change  
• New trade deals 

Predicting effects of 
Interventions 

Multiple outcomes from a policy 
levers 

e.g. 
• Advice  

• Guidance 
• Incentives 

• Regulations  

System boundaries defined from the 
perspective of… 
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Objective and target setting 
Outcomes 

System mapping to identify multiple influences on a given target or indicator 
e.g. 

• International reporting: CBD, SDG, GHG inventories 
• National: 25 Year Environment Plan targets 

• Local priorities 



Some examples of systems approaches 

• Resource dependency mapping  

• System dynamics / causal loop mapping  

• Material Flow Analysis (assessment of stocks and flows of materials within a 

system)  

• Learning history (mapping timeline of events to reflect on system dynamics)  

• Scenario development (integrated modelling + expert/stakeholder elicitation)  

• Backcasting (working backwards from a vision of the future)  

• Agent based modelling 

• Bayesian belief networks  

• Application of existing economic and ecosystem service models 

Mixture of participatory and analytical approaches… 
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Potential workstreams  

Still in development but the programme could explore topics relating to… 
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• 25 Year Plan Indicators 

• Net zero Carbon by 2050 

• Future ELM scheme design   

• Multifunctionality of land  

• Bioenergy  

• National Food Strategy 

• Industrial Strategy 

• Food waste 

• Plastics 

• Circular Economy   

• UK waste system 

• Particulate matter and air quality 

• Climate change impacts on marine systems 

• Etc… 



Areas of interest in Landscape Decision 
Making: 
• Actors in landscape decision making.  

• Drivers of change (climate, farming practices 
etc.)  

• Targets: E.g. How does net zero C interact 
with 25 year plan goals? 

• The importance of place and multi-functional 
landscapes. Spatial variation in: 

• Influences on land use 

• Environmental, socio-economic, political/ 
governance factors 

• Trade-offs and synergies  

• Local priorities 

• How do land use decisions in one place 
affect other places?  

• Policy interventions: ‘what works’ where and 
when? 

• Socio-political aspects of land use decision 
making (governance etc) 

Defra’s modelling needs:  

• Need policy-focused modelling 
capability that integrates social, 
economic and biophysical aspects of 
land management.  

• Policy/end user co-design is key – 
Defra can support. 
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Thank you 


